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Abstract—With the development of cloud computing, the security and trust management in distributed systems is changeable. This paper proposes an architecture and solution of security and trust management for distributed systems which use cloud computing. Since the solution requires future technologies, an optimization to the security and trust management, including multi-paths transmission, virtual personal networks and encryption, is proposed. This optimization will enhance the security and trust in distributed systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The security and trust management is critical to the information system, which includes the computing resources, transmission resources and storage resources. In a distributed system or networking system, contents and messages should be kept as a secret. This means the system should protect the private message. Most distributed system requires the trust computing or safe computing. The security and trust failure often occur in our society. We do not exactly know the underlying security architecture upon which those systems are built. In particular, the system often fails to address every layer of business, technology, and process.

According to the research issues [1][2][3], some algorithms, methods and technologies, including the encryption technology and evaluation methods are already taken into consideration. But some solutions use the future technologies, which are not available in recent time.

The network is an open distributed system and classified into transmission resources, computing resources and storage resources here. It provides packet transmission services, computing services and storage services. This paper proposes a fully secured solution (architecture) for the distributed system which would protect data from attacks which are from the local area, network area and remote area. According to the architecture which we expect as secure, we propose an optimization for distributed systems.

II. DEFINITION OF SECURITY AND TRUST ARCHITECTURE

Security architecture is defined as the distributed organization that describes how the security controls are positioned, and how they relate to the overall information technology architecture. These controls serve the purpose to maintain the system's quality attributes, among them including confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability and assurance.

The objective of security architecture includes protection of information and property from theft, corruption, or natural disaster, while allowing the information and property to remain accessible and runnable to its users.

The term system security means the processes by which sensitive and valuable data and services are protected from publication, tampering or monitoring by unauthorized users or untrustworthy individuals and unplanned events respectively [4].

III. THE SOLUTION OF SECURITY AND TRUST SYSTEM

This paper proposes the architecture of security and trust system for networking and distributed computing. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of security and trust system (STS). STS is a distributed security and trust architecture that provides a suite of functions including login, authentication, and access control, encryption/decryption and encryption computing in a distributed system. It is different from other similar architectures; the STS architecture offers the ability to access all these functions without the trusted devices being active.

STS is consisted of the user end and server end. The connections between the user end and the server end are formed by the internet, including routers, switches and fibers. The following gives a description to the user end and server end.

- The user end, called local end, consists of the input from keyboard, the output to the screen or printer, the local computer for computing and disks for storage.
- The server end, called remote end, has servers for computing and disks for storage.
If STS is considered as a secure and trust system, there are some important hypotheses, described in the following, working in the system.

- Input protection: Nobody could see or know what you click on the keyboard, because most of information leak happens when you show your words.

- Output protection: Nobody could see or know what are showing on the screen or print pages.

- Encryption protection: The encryption algorithms, being active in the transmission, storage and computing, should not be decrypted by any organization or users [5].

### A. Data Stream in the Security and Trust System

The security and trust system (STS), described in the architecture, is a data stream process system, with the data input and output in the user end. STS is a closed security and trust system, which would be able to process, transmit, store and protect data. Data in STS could be described as the stream.

The data stream in STS can be described as following:

\[
\text{Input(data)} \rightarrow \text{Local encryption (data)} \rightarrow \text{Local encryption computing (Local encryption (data))} \rightarrow \text{Transmission (Local encryption (data))} \rightarrow \text{Remote encryption computing (Local encryption (data))} \rightarrow \text{Transmission (Local encryption (data))} \rightarrow \text{Output(data)}.\]

Data in STS is encrypted in order to protect its privacy from the eyes of others and modifications to the data are not allowed. Technologies for protecting the privacy and for verification include the local encryption and remote encryption computing.

- The local encryption, encrypting data at user’s computer, is the technology which would be used in the future security system. In contrast with the local encryption, the remote encryption, encrypting data at server, is considered as the fake security technology. Even though the remote encryption is easily implemented by the service providers, they will be not considered by customers [6].

- The remote encryption computing, computing on the encryption data in the server end is a future technology which is not available in recent time.

### B. The Local Security and Trust

Most of work in the user end is to input data, locally preprocessing and output data. Unfortunately, data in the user end, (e.g. customer’s computer, would be controlled by the malicious software, such as software virus) [7][8]. Especially, users are not using their own computers. The following gives analysis of attacks from the local side.

- Malicious software: Malicious software, e.g. virus, would be able to capture the sensitive data, e.g. the username and password, from the keyboard, disks and screen. Moreover, it can control customer’s computer and could do what the customer can do [9].

- Computer security: If customers may not use their own computers, they would not be sure whether their sensitive data would be left on the computer or not [10].

- Location safety: The data input and output of the closed system are settled at the local (user end). No any technologies could protect the plaintext output and input except the location safety, which is controlled by customers and guards.

The local security and trust is the core idea in the closed system. The user end, local end, should have the capability for data protection. If the above measures are considered as safe, another two devices should be introduced to the user end. One is the encryption device between the keyboard and the computer, and another is the decryption device between the screen and the computer. STS only need such encryption devices and decryption devices to keep the whole system safe and trust. STS is considered as the safest and most trusted system. The data in computing resources, transmission resources and storage resources is encrypted and no users, software and virus could know user’s information.

### C. The Remote Security and Trust

The remote security and trust is the security and trust in the server end. Most of servers, hosted in carriers’ internet data centers, which may not be owned by customers. The data encryption algorithms in the server end may be provided by customers themselves and third parties, e.g. carriers and service providers. However, customers may risk the following:

- If the encryption algorithms were provided by the third parties, including managers and administrators, the third parties would have the ability to know customer’s data.

- If the encryption algorithms were provided by customers themselves and runs on the server, the encryption algorithms would be known to administrators.

As the data and encryption algorithms cannot be known to third parties, the encryption at the remote side is not safe, although they really run on servers recently. Fig. 2 shows safe streams and unsafe streams. All remote encryptions and decryption are not safe, because of the leak of encryption algorithms and data to administrators and managers. The only safe stream is the data encrypted at the local side.
STS proposes the local security and trust, accomplished by local encryption, would address the above security and trust issues.

- Local encryption encrypts and decrypts data at customer’s computer which is controlled by customer and customer could ensure whether his computer is secure or not.

- Malicious users, sniffers and monitors have fewer opportunities to know the encryption Algorithm and plaintext from transmission resources, remote computing resources, and even the local resources [11].

Table I. Data Stream and Security Rank

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>User end (Local)</th>
<th>Server end (Remote)</th>
<th>Security Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>Decryption</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>Decryption/Encryption</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Plaintext</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Plaintext</td>
<td>Plaintext</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Safe streams and unsafe streams

The remote encryption stream is rank less secure than the local encryption stream.

In the following we are going to propose some security and trust methods, approaches and technologies for the architecture, STS which we expect to work is the user end and server end.

IV. SECURITY AND TRUST METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES

All the resources, including computing resources, storage resources and transmission resources, are not secure and trusted yet because of the following reasons:

- The first attack to user data is from the computer at the user end, which directs connects to the keyboard. The computer at the user end, considered as the computing resource, is not safe because of the intrusion of virus and malicious applications.

- The transmission resources, such as routers, switches, fibers and links, are also not safe, because their physical locations are not safe and trusted, and all routers, links and switches are not controlled by users.

- The computing resources and storage resources at the server end, such as servers and disk racks, are not safe and trusted also, because their physical locations are not safe and not controlled by users from the user end. Moreover, they may be also intruded by viruses and malicious applications.

A. Attacks and Attacker Areas in the System

All attacks are shown in Fig. 3. Attackers would have three areas to attack resources, local area, network area and remote area. Malicious users in the local area would be able to attack the local screen, keyboard, local computer and local storage. Sniffers in the network area like to monitor routers and fibers [11][12]. Attackers in the remote area have opportunities to attack servers and their storage.

Table II shows attacks and attackers in the distributed system. Attackers include men’s eyes, malicious software, sniffers and administrators.

Table II. Attacks and Attackers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>Attackers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Local area</td>
<td>Screen attack</td>
<td>Eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Keyboard attack</td>
<td>Eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Local storage attack</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer attack</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Network area</td>
<td>Router attack</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fiber attack</td>
<td>Sniffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Remote area</td>
<td>Remote server attack</td>
<td>Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Remote storage attack</td>
<td>Administrator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The encryption/decryption strategies or technologies can keep the data safe, when the data is in computing resources, storage resources or transmission resources. The encrypted data would not care what location the data stay and what kind of resource the data is with. The encryption/decryption technologies are easy to deploy in transmission resources and storage resources, but there is no actually better solution for computing encryption.

B. Trusted Computing Approaches

Trusted computing (TC) is a technology which is promoted by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [13]. With trusted computing, the computer will consistently behave in an expected way, and those behaviors will be enforced by computer hardware and software [14].

Trusted computing proponents such as International Data Corporation, the Enterprise Strategy Group and Endpoint Technologies Associates claim the technology will make computers safer, less prone to viruses and malware, and thus more reliable from an end-user perspective [15]. In addition, they also claim that trusted computing will allow computers and servers to offer improved computer security over that which is currently available [16].
includes the trusted hardware, trusted operating system and trusted applications.

Chip manufacturers such as Intel and AMD, hardware manufacturers such as Dell, and operating system providers such as Microsoft all plan to include trusted computing in coming generations of products. The first challenge is the hardware controlling. TC is controversial as the hardware is not only secure for its owner, but also secure against its owner. Such controversy has led opponents of trusted computing, such as free software activist Richard Stallman, to refer to it instead as treacherous computing, even to the point where some scholarly articles have begun to place scare quotes around “trusted computing.” The following will illustrates a trusted computing based on encryption computing.

C. Encryption computing technology in the system

Encryption computing is called “blind computing”. The encryption computing allows a user to encrypt his data and transmit the data to a computing server [17]. The server stores the encrypted data and processes the encrypted data; even the server doesn’t know what it’s processing [18]. Fig. 4 is the architecture of encryption computing. Data from the user, such as data A and data B must be encrypted firstly before transmitting over the internet and entering into the server, whose hardware is not controlled by the user. So the encrypted data A and the encrypted data B are not clear to the server. Moreover, the server uses the encryption computing, whose intention is not clear to the server owner or other users, especially the virus or malware except, the user itself.

Encryption computing technology are fairly welcomed, but they are not mature and far from being usable. The typical examples, published over the internet or in the journals, are the quantum computing and the homomorphic encryption (HE) method [7]. They can offer the encrypted computing for distributed systems, such as the cloud computing systems, which have the big challenge in the trust and security issues [19].

Encryption computing is like something out of a spy novel. Scientists like Broadbent are trying to develop quantum computers that would revolutionize information processing. They use the mysterious nature of quantum mechanics to create the super-secret information that cannot be decoded by cloud computing systems. The breakthrough, published recently in the journal Science, is a crucial step toward perfectly secure computing, a growing industry providing computer processing and data storage over the internet and other networks.

The HE method is a kind of encryption method, which uses the traditional data encryption algorithms, such as the RSA algorithm [20]. It is considered as an encryption method for computing, when the IBM scientist begun to show their research results over Internet. In our solution, we suggest to use the HE method.

The HE methods include two types, partially HE methods and fully HE methods. Partially HE methods are efficient, but they can carry out all computing issues. Fully HE methods can calcite use all operators, but they are less efficient. Others see the potential of HE. Recently, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) announced a 20-million-dollar research project to solve the cryptographic problems, already awarding the research company Galois five million dollars [21].

V. OPTIMIZATION OF TRUST SYSTEM

The typical trust distributed system is full secure system, where nobody can know the exact data and the computing process. However, this full secure system is an ideal system, because most of technologies for this system are not available now, especially the encryption computing algorithms. For the real world, the encryption computing is not available. Most of the engineers or scientists have to keep servers staying in secure locations or controllable locations in order to protect servers avoiding the intrusion. However, the physical location secure is not a critical issue, because companies may have their own internet data centers (IDCs). Intrusions come from malware over the Internet cause most of security accidents. Some passwords or encryption keys may be lost or leak, when servers are intruded by the malware or virus. In such situation, the computing resources are not secure and trustable. All we want to do is to keep encryption keys or password in a relative secure state and avoid the data capture.

This is a typical distributed system. The resources in the Internet are classified into computing resources, storage resources and transmission resources. The security trust challenges are how to protect data in the computing resources, storage resources and transmission resources. In order to avoid the data capture, the whole system must be changed according to the requirements of security. Fig. 5 gives an optimization of the trust system. The architecture shown in Fig. 5 does not consider the security of computing resources, where servers have not used the encryption computing and data stored in disks are plain text. Moreover, the personal computer at the user end also does not use the encryption computing. The encryption technology is used in the transmission resources, from the personal computer to the server.
The challenge of such system is how to keep encryption keys, passwords and encrypted data safe, and avoid the malware intrusion. Although the encryption computing is the best solution for this issue, most of efforts will be focused on the system protection, location security and device control. With the transmission resources, we introduce the dynamic transmission strategies, which we will not discuss in details in this paper (it is not our main topic here).

A. Secure Transmission and Challenges

The IP network includes links, routers and computers. Links and routers transmit packets from the source computers to the destination computers only. Computers in the IP network can store data (such as databases, pictures and text files) and computing for users, which are called applications. Fig. 6 depicted typical public IP network.

![Fig. 6. Typical public IP network](image)

We find two challenges in the existing IP network. The first challenge is how to protect data in the packet transmission. That is how to keep links and routers safe. The second challenge is how to protect data in computers. Some computers want to know the data from the source computers, while others only want to compute data, especially in the cloud computing.

Most applications use virtual private networks (VPNs) [22] to protect data in the packet transmission. A virtual private network is a secure virtual network that uses primarily public IP networks to transmit the private data or provide remote users an access to their office networks.

B. Fixed Virtual Private Networks

Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) provide security connections between users and servers, or from one local network to another. With the VPNs, firewall and encryption technology are used to prevent disclosure of sensitive data to unauthorized users. VPN also provides users who are not on that internal network, secure access to resources inside it. This is done by creating tunnels (IPSec Tunnel) that wrap data packets destined for the internal network and then encrypting those packets to send them across the Internet. IPSec functions through encrypting and encapsulating an IP packet inside an IPSec packet. De-encapsulation happens at the end of the tunnel, where the original IP packet is decrypted and forwarded to its intended destination. Fig. 7 shows the existing virtual private network. Computers communicate over private virtual connections, marked by black dashed line. Some of VPNs use the multicasting technologies to construct the multicasting tree.

![Fig. 7. The virtual private network](image)

Although the VPNs are considered as the secure infrastructure for communications, but the sensitive data is not safe, when the computer is not safe, where the encryption keys or authentication passwords could be disclosed by the malware or virus. When the unauthorized users get keys or passwords, they want to decrypt sensitive data. In such way, only one thing we want to do is to protect the data.

Data is not easy to be assembled in the destination computers, if some applications do received their data and assemble data by themselves. Most of data is captured from the transmission resources. As a reason, the transmission resources should be protected as the final breakthrough line. With the fixed virtual private networks, unauthorized users can capture encrypted data or plain data from the routers, optical lines or listeners, when they know the actual connections between computers or local networks. However, unauthorized user must get whole encrypted data, when they want to decrypt data. Hence, we have another method to destroy the idea of unauthorized users, which is to cut data to pieces and transmit different pieces by different transmission technologies or different connections. The following section will explain the solution for such method.

C. Dynamic Transmission Method

Dynamic transmission is a method to destroy the data integrity by transmitting data using different connections, transmission technologies, strategies and physical networks. Fig. 8 is an example of the dynamic transmission method. The nodes denote computers in the internet; others are routers for forwarding data only. As we can see, data is divided into packets or segments, and packets are forwarded to the
destination computers over several paths, such as the black thick paths and dash paths. Although data finally reach to destinations; packets can avoid being fully captured by using one technology or listening to one path. With the dynamic transmission, it increases the difficulty for unauthorized users to fully capture all packets. That is the case to destroy the data integrity. In some case, data is encrypted before the transmission. The destination computer will decrypt data only depending on the computer’s receiving all packets from the source computer. Data, with its integrity, can be known to the destination computer. If unauthorized users capture some pieces of encryption data, they are impossible to know the actual data, when the destination computer has the location safe and has no malware, virus or computer loopholes. This system can be safe, when the computing resources are safe and the transmission resources are also safe [23].

The dynamic transmission method includes the multi-paths transmission technology and the data assemble technology. The multi-paths transmission technology arranges the packets from data and forward packets to multi-paths in order to avoid the packet capturing. The data assemble technology is used to assemble packets to data. Both of the technologies would provide protection for data.

D. Multi-paths Transmission

The multi-paths transmission technology is a transmission technology which separates and forwards packets two different paths in an unsafe area [24]. We divide networks into safe areas and unsafe area. A safe area is a place where devices, such as computers, routers, switches and fibers, software and passwords can be controlled by users or administrators. Moreover, the malware or virus should be removed by a kind of software. An unsafe area is a place, where the switches, routers, and fiber belong to service providers or any companies. Users have no ability to control their condition, intrusion and anything ever, but all over the resources are only for packets transmissions. Fig. 9 depicts the safe areas and the unsafe area. For the safe area, on the user side, the computers and routers are controlled by users, so that such area is considered to be safe. On the server side, servers and storages are controlled by trusted companies or user’s own Internet data center (IDC). The unsafe area may be owned by telecommunication companies, where telecommunication companies could not control fibers and routers by themselves, because most of fibers are in the outside and anyone can touch them.

With the unsafe area, packets would be captured from routers, switches, or even fibers, assembled and analyzed by unauthorized users. Tools may be applied to decrypt packets and data. The multi-paths transmission forwards packets via more than one path. The source computer forwards packet 1,3,5,6 with path 1, path 2, path 4 and path 3 over the unsafe area in Fig. 9. Unauthorized users in the unsafe area may capture packets from one path. For example, once unauthorized user capture packet 5 from path 4, but they lost packets from path 1, path 2 and path 3. Once unauthorized users capture some packets, such as packet 5 and packet 3, and they cannot decrypt data because the captured data (packets) lost its integrity. Such data cannot be decrypted to plaintext. The purpose of the multi-paths transmission technology is to destroy the integrity of data, avoiding data decryption. Fig. 10 shows a packet capture area, where path 2 and path 4 are both listened by unauthorized users. Packet 2, 3, 5, 7 are forwarded over path 2 and path 4. Unfortunately, they are all captured by unauthorized users. With packet 2,3,5,7, unauthorized users cannot decrypt the plaintext, because data in packet have lost it integrity.

E. Data Assemble Technology

The data assemble technology is carried at the destination computer when the destination computer received all packet from the source computer. Such thing will be carried also by unauthorized users. The data assemble technology is authorized to the destination computer or software running on the destination computer. Listeners, who capture packets from the unsafe area, are unauthorized users, and they don’t know the actual assemble method and technology. Fig. 11 depicts the assemble technology which can protect data from the source computer. When the listener capture all packets from the source computer, packets are in disorder, data in the packets use multi-encryption algorithms, and the data integrity is based on multi-assemble method. So the assemble technology includes the disorder method, multi-encryption algorithms and the multi-assemble method.
The disorder method somehow already exists in the Transportation Control Protocol (TCP), but the packets over TCP are labeled by order number. That is, unauthorized users can assemble the TCP packets according to the protocol and order number. The disorder technology used in the assembly technology are implied by the software in the destination computer instead of inserting order number in packets, when the destination decrypt data.

The multi-encryption and multi-assemble method are also implied by the software in the destination computer. No method or encryption algorithm will be labeled in the packets, in order to avoid the decryption and the data assemble by listeners.

In such situation, anyone, who captures all of the packets, can't order them, decrypt them and assemble them. All strategies will keep transmission resources in the network safe.

VI. CONCLUSION

The distributed system includes transmission resources, computing resources and storage resources. The private information protection and computing require security technologies in transmission resources, computing resources and storage resources. But the encryption computing technology is under research and not available till now. An intermediate solution should be considered to overcome the unsafe computing. The location safety and software control should be enhanced to guarantee the safety of computing.

In order to enhance the computing safety, the dynamic transmission technology should be used as the transmission resources. The dynamic transmission technology includes the multi-paths method and the assembly technology. The multi-paths method enhances the safety in the unsafe area, such as the Internet. The assembly technology would enhance the safety when all packets are captured by unauthorized users or listeners.
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